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Press release  

 
 
 

Packaged Vacuum Conveying Systems  
 
Gericke are proud to announce that they have added packaged vacuum systems to their 
extensive range of high quality material handling equipment .The equipment is designed  as 
an easy method of conveying powdered and granular products for the food and 
pharmaceutical industry with very fast strip and clean facility . 
 
Standard features are incorporated to allow the equipment to handle many non free flowing 
powders, these features are: large area reverse jet filters, steep angle cones, large diameter 
outlet valves and easily added discharge aids.  
Throughputs start at 100 kgs per hour and go up to 4,000 kilos per hour, horizontal 
conveying distances can be up to 50 metres and vertical distance up to 20 metres. 
 
Typical applications are: mixer loading and un loading, gravimetric and volumetric feeder  
re-fill, filling machine loading, silo to process transfer, big bag unloading and many many 
more. 
 
Low velocity transfer is a feature that enables many mixtures to be vacuum conveyed 
without de mixing, fluidisable powders can be conveyed at very high throughputs with very 
low power consumption this gives very large energy saving by reducing power consumption 
to a mimimum. 
 
All packaged systems comprise three main items: 

1) Pick up bin and suction lance, these items are  designed to condition and aerate the product  
prior to transfer, good design of these items is crucial to the efficient operation of any 
vacuum conveying system . 
 

2) Vacuum receiver, the key item in the package, this item receives the conveyed product and 
separates the product from the conveying air by utilising a compact reverse jet filter which is 
automatically cleaned as the conveyed product is discharged. The receiver is designed with 
a very steep angled outlet cone to ensure full discharge of most non free flowing powders, 
the outlet of the hopper is complete with an air operated butterfly valve which ensures leak 



free holding of fine powders until discharge is requested. The whole assembly is high quality 
stainless steel with easily dismantled modular construction. 

 
 

3) Vacuum pump, this item provides the motive conveying air and is chosen from any of 3 types 
to suit the application, the three main types are: 
 
a) side channel or re gen units, these units are used for medium vacuum levels and 
distances up to 30 metres. 
 
b) Sliding vane or claw pumps these units produce very high vacuums and are used for 
dense phase conveying or long distance systems. 
 
c) Rootes or positive displacement pumps these pumps are used on the higher throughput 
applications with moderate to high vacuum requirement. 
 
All individual items are designed to be integrated into a quickly assembled package giving 
maximum flexibility. There are several units installed and running very well on products 
varying from calcium carbonate to oats to raisins to sugar and so on . 
 
A large full scale test plant is available where clients products can be fully tested and 
verification on minimum degradation can be assessed. 
 
 
 

 

Legende: Gericke vacuum conveying system GV35 
 

 


